This paper presents some improvements on the Multihost Multistage Vulnerability Analysis (MulVAL) framework. MulVAL is a framework to generate an attack graph for analysis of a computer network security risk. In MulVAL, it is assumed that the probability of success in exploiting the machine configuration and vulnerability variable is 100%, and the vulnerability variables are independent of each other. In reality each machine has its own security configuration issue, and vulnerabilities are not independent of each other. Moreover the research in MulVAL attack graph solely focuses on the probability of vulnerability, whereas the probability of vulnerability in security configuration is not covered. In this paper we introduce three methods to improve the MulVAL framework. In the first method we employ Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) for calculating the probability of vulnerability variables, and Common Configuration Scoring System (CCSS) for calculating the probability of vulnerability of system security configuration. In the second method we introduce the interdependence of vulnerability variables in Bayesian senses. Finally, in the third method we analyze the impact of the change in system security configuration to the probability of vulnerability in the context of Bayesian probability. We analyze and discuss the proposed methods through a simulation for a simple network configuration. The simulation results of the proposed methods demonstrate that the introduction of CVSS, CCSS, employing dependency of vulnerability variables and system security configuration represent a more realistic model for vulnerability in MulVAL framework.
Introduction
Organization risk management is a complex and holistic process involving a lot of activities and organizational functions such as programs, investment, budgeting, legal issues, or securities [1] . One of important element in organization risk management is information security risk management [2] . It is understood that computer network security is a crucial part in the context of information security. There are many attempts to breach a network security through vulnerability in the network. The attacker will gain access to the computer network by exploiting this vulnerability. Therefore we need to analyze the pattern of attack so that we can provide the procedure to prevent the attack. A well-known technique for analyzing the computer network attack is attack graph. It graphically describes the path the attacker taken to access the network through vulnerability of the network [3] [4] [5] [6] . A commonly used framework to generate an attack graph is Multihost Multistage Vulnerability Analysis (MulVAL) [7] . The attack graph generated by MulVAL has several variables i.e. attack step, privilege, machine configuration, and vulnerability, where each variable has a chance to be exploited [8] . Machine configuration and vulnerability will influence the attack step variables whereas the attack step variables will influence the privilege variables. In MulVAL, it is assumed that the probability of success in exploiting the machine configuration and vulnerability variable is 100%, and the vulnerability variables are independent of each other. In reality each machine has its own security configuration issue [9] , and vulnerabilities are not independent of each other [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Moreover until recently the research in attack graph only considers the probability of vulnerability, whereas the impact of security system configuration is not covered. This paper introduces three methods to improve MulVAL framework. In the first method, we introduce the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [15] [16] , and Common Configuration Scoring System (CCSS) [9] to improve the accuracy of representation of the probability of vulnerability. The CVSS is used as a standard to calculate the impact of vulnerability and the CCSS is used to calculate the probability of vulnerability of software security configuration. By introducing this method, it is possible to improve the accuracy of the probability of vulnerability of the parameters originally produced by MulVAL framework. In the second proposed method, we address the dependency of vulnerability variables, which is not covered in the original MulVAL framework. This method is used to describe the condition where a certain vulnerability influences other vulnerability in Bayesian senses. And finally the third proposed method is related to the change in the probability of vulnerabilty variables as a consequence of change in system security configuration in the context of Bayesian probability, which is also not included in the original MulVAL framework. The simulation results of the proposed method for a simple network configuration will be given for analysis and discussion.
Related Works
Attack graph is a model for analyzing security of a network by modeling the way attackers combine and exploit vulnerabilities in a network to achieve their attack goals. This model represents the state of systems using a set of variables such as the existence of vulnerabilities in the system, or connectivity between multiple machines. Attack graph displays the path of attack carried by attackers to achieve its objectives, in other words it illustrates how an attack could occur by exploiting existing vulnerabilities and configuration of systems [3] [4] [5] [6] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
MulVAL framework is used to generate attack graph [7] . It is a network security analyzer based on data log. The data log collects variety of information on vulnerability of servers, file servers, web servers and clients, such as machine configuration, server configuration, and other relevant information. MulVAL using this data log to produce attack graph in the form of text data and logical graph, which can be used to analyze how an attack occurs in a network. The main idea behind MulVAL is that almost all information on system configuration can be represented with data log, and almost all attack technique and operating system security can be confirmed using data log rule. Data log consists of information on vulnerability database supported by bug-reporting communities, information on machine and network configuration, and other relevance information. Attack graph generated by MulVAL consists of several nodes that form the attack path. There are three types of nodes in MulVAL i.e.: LEAF node for configuration node, OR node for privilege node, and AND node for attack step. In MulVAL it is assumed that the attacker will always succeed in exploiting the LEAF node with probability 1.0. Our first method try to overcome this unrealistic scenario by employing CVSS and CCSS to improve the accuracy of probability of vulnerability. Moreover in MulVAL framework it is assumed that vulnerability variables are independent of each other, so that the calculation of probability of attack will exclude the dependency of variables. Other research results have shown that each machine has its own security configuration issue [9] , and vulnerabilities are not independent of each other [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . To capture vulnerability dependence several attempts has been proposed such as the works on network security based on probability concept using Bayesian attack graph [13] or dynamic Bayesian network [12] , where their attack graph is based on probability metrics. In this paper we employ these ideas of probability dependence to improve the MulVAL framework, so that the attack graph generated by the framework will be more realistic in representing the attack path in a network computer.
Probabilistic Based MulVAL Framework
It has been mentioned in the previous section that we propose three methods for improving the MulVAL framework. The first method is on how to employ the CVSS and CCSS to improve the accuracy of probability of vulnerability. The CVSS is used to calculate the probability of vulnerability variables and the CCSS to calculate the probability of vulnerability of system security configuration. The metric value of CVSS and CCSS consist of base metric, temporal metric and environmental metric [9] [15] [16] . In this paper we concentrate on the base metric as a representation of vulnerabilities that are constant in time. The base metrics consist of six measurement metrics, i.e.: the Access Vector AV, the Access Complexity AC, the Authentication Au, the Confidentiality C, the Integrity I, and the Availability A. The values of each metrics can be seen in table 1, with detail descriptions can be seen in [15] [16] . Each metric in the vectors consist of the abbreviated metrics name, followed by a ":" (colon), and the abbreviated metric values. The "/" (slash) is used to separete the metrics. The scoring and algorithm for the base metric, which are adapted from the formula version 2.10 discussed and tested in the CVSS-Special Interest Group (CVSS-SIG), 1 can be obtained as follows:
Exp denotes exploitability, Imp denotes impact of the vulnerability to the IT assets, and Base denotes the base metric. We derive the probability of each vulnerability from this base metric. To obtain the probability, the value of the base metric should be normalized by dividing its value with 10 since the base metric has maximum value of 10.0 [12] [17] [18] . Schematically our first proposed method can be seen in figure 1. Our second proposed method is designed to address the dependency of vulnerability variables, where a certain vulnerability influences other vulnerability. Today it is understood that there are around 68747 types of vulnerability exsist which are detected since 1999 [19] . Amongst those numbers, a lot of vulnerabilities can be exploited and abused by attackers provided that other vulnerabilities appeared. In other words a vulnerability can only be exploited provided that an attacker could gain access to other vulnerability [10] [11] [12] [13] . Supposed that there are two different systems, and supposed that their vulnerability characteristics are simillar in terms of probability and the way to be exploited. If an attacker succeeded in breaching one system vulnerability, then the probability of breaching the second system will increase since the attacker has experience to exploit vulnerability of a system with similar characteristic [17] . Using these ideas in the context of Bayesian dependencies our proposed method for dependency vulnerability can be seen in figure 2 .
The third proposed method is related to the change in the probability of vulnerabilty variables as a consequence of change in system security configuration with Bayesian assumption. The original MulVAL framework does not cover this scenario [20] . As an illustration, supposed a service program X (e.g. httpd) with probability of vulnerability ( ) runs in a system. Suppose this vulnerability ( ) can be exploited by a service, let us say browser A. If the service is changed to different browser, let us say B, then the vulnerability ( ) of X could be different. The vulnerability value of p(X) could be higher or lower, since the browser B could give more or less favorable environment for exploitation of vulnerability of X than browser A. This proposed method can be seen in figure 3. Now we analyze and discuss the proposed method using a simple network configuration consists of three hosts: (i) fileServer, (ii) webServer, and (iii) workStation connected to the Internet through a router as in figure 4 . We consider the scenario when an attacker is trying to gain access to the workStation as a root user. By applying MulVAL framework to the network configuration in figure 4 , we get the graphical representation of the attack graph as in figure 5, and the calculation results for probability value in each node as in table 2 column 4. Each node in the attack graph has a probability ( ) of being successfully exploited. In this scheme the probability of success in accessing the workStation at node 1 using root user is 0.43. When we analyze this MulVAL vulnerability calculation results, there are three cases that will be our interest. In the first case, it can be seen that every LEAF node or configuration node has probabillity of 1.0 to be exploited which is not always true in the real case. For the second case, it can be seen from the attack graph in figure 5 , that node 20 and 22 have vulnerability variables, their probability values are 1.0, and furthermore it can be seen that the nodes 20 and 22 are independent of each other. But as elaborated in the previous section, we know that the probability of vulnerability at node 20 will be higher if there is a vulnerability at node 22, so that the assumption of independent is not accurate. Moreover if there are two vulnerability variables with similar characteristics, then once attacker succeeded in breaching first vulnerability, the probability of success in breaching the second vulnerability will increase, since the attacker already has knowledge on how to breach the vulnerability. For the third case, it can be seen that there are two LEAF nodes where configuration as well as vulnerability are both exist. The first is at node 19 and 20 which are needed to attack step node 14, and the second is at node 21 and 22 which are needed to attack step node 9. In MulVAL, the assumption is that the probability of vulnerability variables will not depend on the security service running in the system. In reality the vulnerability could be influenced by the running security service. The later two cases are not covered in the original MulVAL framework.
To improve MulVAL framework we begin with the construction of the following proposition. 
where p(v) denotes the vulnerability probability of parent node, p(v i ) represents ancestor nodes i=1,...N of each type of nodes v L , v A , and v O.
Based on the Proposition 1 we will proceed with the definition of our proposed methods.
Definition 1 (First proposed method)
The accuracy of probability of vulnerability can be improved by employing CVSS and CVSS, where the base metric value can be calculated using equations (1), (2), and (3). The probability of the nodes can be calculated through equations (4), (5) , and (6) in Proposition 1, see also figure 1.
Definition 2 (Second proposed method)
The influence of one vulnerability to the other vulnerability is Bayesian probabilistic in nature, so that we can use the Bayesian principles and equations (4), (5) , and (6) in Proposition 1, to calculate the value in each node, see also figure 2.
Definition 3 (Third proposed method)
The change in the system security configuration will impact the probability of vulnerability.
Using assumption that the impact is Bayesian, then the value can be calculated using Bayesian principle and equations (4), (5) , and (6) in Proposition 1, see also figure 3.
p(v L ) = p(v)

Simulation and Discussion
A. Simulation result for the first method
In this section we will further discuss the proposed method as described in Definition 1 through simulation on a network in figure 4. It has been described in the previous section that the first proposed improvement model in this paper is to calculate the vulnerability using CVSS and CCSS. The introduction of CVSS and CCSS will represent a more realistic model for vulnerability. Node 20 and 24 are vulnerability variables, so that their probability can be calculated using CVSS. For node 20, its CVE-ID is CAN-2002-0392 and since this vulnerability has been confirmed exist, its identity becomes CVE-2002-0392: Apache Chunked-Encoding Memory Corruption Vulnerability, see [15] . Based on the above base vector data, the Exploitability, Impact and Base Metric can be calculated using equations (1), (2) and (3) The value of base metric vulnerability at node 20 is 7.5, so the probability now becomes 0.75. For node 22, since the vulnerability is not specified, it is assumed that the vulnerability probability is 1.0 as in the original MulVAL. With this new values, using our proposed method we re-calculate the probability in each node through equations (4), (5) and (6) . The result of probability values can be seen in table 2 column 5 and the attack graph can be seen in figure 6 .
Compare to the original probability of 0.43 for gaining access as a root user in the workStation, in this proposed method the probability decrease to 0.375. This is a consequence of the decrease in probability of tempering with the fileServer from 1.0 to 0.75 after considering the vulnerability with CVSS. Now let us consider the node 24, which is also a LEAF node where with MulVAL framework, the probability is assumed to be 1.0. Supposed that in this nodes there is a problem with security configuration, for example there is an error in access control list configuration, which makes it possible for a user to save a file in the fileServer. This configuration error has base vector (AV:N/AC:H/AU:N/C:P/I:N/A:NPL:ND/EM:A). Using the same procedure as before but using CCSS instead of CVSS, the probability of gain access a root user at the workStation becomes 0.2526. The complete probability of nodes after considering CVSS for node 20 and CCSS for node 24 can be seen in table 2 column 6, where the attack graph can be seen in figure 7 .
Compare to the result in figure 4 without using the proposed method, probability of gaining access to the workStation with root user access is decrease from 0.43 to 0.375 by implementing CVSS on node 20, and decrease further to 0.2526 by considering CCSS on node 24. This situation emerges as a consequence of the decrease in the probability of attacker to exploit the vulnerability in the fileServer from 1.0 to 0.75 in addition to the consideration of error configuration on node 24. The same technique can be adapted to other LEAF nodes as long as the CVSS and CCSS data is available. 
B. Simulation result for the second method
In figure 4 the attack graph from MulVAL shows that all LEAF nodes or configuration nodes have probability 1.0, which means that every variables in the LEAF nodes are assumed to be exist and can be manipulated to be an attack medium. This is not a realistic situation, so that in this paper we propose a second method described in Definition 2, where the attacker is not guaranteed 100% to be able to exploit the vulnerability variables. We can see that the probability of vulnerability at node 22 will be higher if the there is a vulnerability at node 20. It means that the vulnerability of node 22 is dependent on the vulnerability at node 20. It is possible that the probability vulnerability at node 22 could increase or higher than the original probability. Node 20 has identity CAN-2002-0392, and node 22 has identity CAN-2003-0252 [7] . If both vulnerability can be exploited remotely then one will gain special access, as shown in the following descriptions: First the attacker will be able to exploit vulnerability of the webServer to gain access at the fileServer. Since normally a webServer has a right to access a fileServer, then the probability of an attacker succeed in exploiting vulnerability at fileServer will be higher if he/she can exploit the webServer first, rather than directly attack the fileServer. It is possible that the probability of gaining access to the fileServer will be higher than 0.75, where in this case after re-calculating all nodes with equations (4), (5) and (6) the probability becomes 0.85. Our second proposed method covers this situation, which is illustrated in figure 8.
Figure 8. Analysis of vulnerability variables in second proposed method
With this second proposed method, the probability of an attacker gaining access to the workStation with root user access becomes 0.2244. This value is lower than the original MulVAL output where the probability is 0.43. This situation occurs as the consequence of (i) the probability of an attacker to exploit the webServer is lower, from 1.0 to 0.75, (ii) including the probability of error configuration 0.26, and (iii) assumption that the vulnerability of the fileServer is dependent on the vulnerability of webServer, so that the probability to exploit becomes 0.85, which is higher than the original probability of 0.75. The calcuation results for each node can be seen in table 2 column 7, and the corresponding attack graph can be seen in figure 9 . The second proposed method also covers the situation where the vulnerability is outside the coverage of MulVAL framework. As an example, node 22 is not only dependent on the node 20, but could also dependent on other vulnerability outside MulVAL framework. The research result in [20] shows that vulnerability CVE-2007-0956 allows the remote attacker to pass the authentication and gaining access into the system by creating specific username. The CVE-2007-1204 as a stack overflow allows the attacker in a subnet to execute the arbitrary codes. Assumed that the node 22 is a vulnerability variable with identity CVE-2007-1204, then the attacker cannot directly exploit this vulnerability since he/she needs the local access rather than remote access. The attacker can get a local access through exploitation of CVE-2007-0956. Using CVSS, the base metric of CVE-2007-0956 is 7.8, and CVE-2007-1024 is 6.8. This case illustration for node 22 can be seen in figure 10 . The probability of node 22 can be calculated using Bayesian rule conjuctive probability in equation (6) figure 5 , there are two location where LEAF node consists of both configuration and vulnerability. The first location is node 19 and 20 for attack step node 14; and the other is node 21 and 22 for attack step node 9. In MulVAL, every vulnerability in the machine will always has the same probability vulnerability of 1.0, even if in reality the probability of vulnerability could be influenced by configuration of security service running in the machine. Each software configuration actually possesses some vulnerability called security configuration issue vulnerability. This vulnerability in configuration can be calculated using CCSS. The third proposed method described in Definition 3, will discuss the situation where the vulnerability of software is dependent on the error from system configuration service program. As a sample case, take node 19 where it involves an httpd program runs on the webServer with user apache and listening to port 80 using TCP protocol. Assumed that software A runs the httpd with probability of exploitation 1.0. In case software A is replaced by software B with probability of exploitation 0.8, then the vulnerability should be different. This change in software might trigger a new properties of httpd program that generate the change in security policies. Figure 11 illustrates this condition. The calculation result for each node can be seen in table 2 column 8, and the attack graph can be seen in figure 12. Figure 11 . Illustration for the third proposed method Network Security Risk Analysis using Improved MulVAL 
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed three methods to improve MulVAL framework. The first method is the introduction of CVSS and CCSS to improve the probability of vulnerability. The CVSS is used to calculate the probability of vulnerability and the CCSS to calculate the probability of security system configuration vulnerability. The second proposed method discussed the dependency of vulnerability variables. The third proposed method discussed the situation where the vulnerability is dependent on the error from system configuration service program. We demonstrate that a change in the system security configuration influenced the probability of vulnerability variables. From the calculation of probability in each node and attack graph result using our proposed methods, we conclude that the introduction of CVSS, CCSS and the dependency models have been able to create more realistic and accurate presentation of probability of vulnerability variables and to capture situation outside the coverage of MulVAL framework.
